3 hour classes...
that can be extended to 6 hours

Kennita Tully

***Side to Side Shaping with Short RowsLearn the pros and cons of knitting side-toside instead of the traditional bottom-up
method. We’ll talk about alternate methods
of shaping and why short rows are a perfect
match. While knitting a miniature sweater,
we’ll work through the different techniques involved including various ways to do short rows.
A 6 hour class will go into the design process in
more depth allowing participants to dig in with
hands-on designing their own.
***Sleeves Are A Breeze! - "If only it had
sleeves...". It's easy to add sleeves to a vest once
you understand the structure of the sleeve.
This class will have you thinking sleeves are a
breeze from now on. Measuring, calculating
increases and decreases will be the emphasis.
A 6 hour class will cover other sleeve types and
more design aspects.
Details - Most classes do not require homework. Only minimal homework is required
for those that do. Due to limited space, supplies are not listed here but will be provided
upon request. Photos for most classes are also
available. In addition, keep in mind that most
classes can be tailored to your event or shop in
terms of time frames or materials.
The classes provided here are primarily skill
building, technique, or project classes. There
are also a number of design classes Kennita
teaches. Please contact her if you are interested
in these.

Kennita is a teacher, author, and freelance
designer with a fine art background, whose
work has appeared in every leading US knitting publication. She has also designed for
numerous yarn companies. Since closing her
yarn shop of 12 years, she currently self-publishes her own pattern line under the name
of Wildflower Knits and teaches both across
the country and internationally with Trips for
Knitters. For the past several years, she has
been teaming up with Tahki Stacy Charles and
producing new collections each season.
You can learn more about Kennita by visiting
wildflowerknits.com or following her on the
web as wildflowerknits on facebook, twitter,
pinterest, and instagram.
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3 hour classes...
Knitting Levels
* no skill required
** beginner
*** intermediate
**** advanced
*Painting on Knits - Add color to your knits
in a new way! Painting on knits is fun and an
easy way to apply color. Try it free form with
a brush if you have the artist gene or take the
easy way out with stencils. It’s great for applying highlight to fairisles and intarsias, too.
Materials fee of $18/student includes paints,
brush, and choice of stencil.
**Stash Busting Stitch Patterns - Think you
just can’t possibly buy another skein until you
use up your stash? Here’s a class that will help
you use some up and have you running out
for more! Not your usual stash-busting class.
This class will not only give you tons of pattern
ideas; it’s loaded with stitch patterns to try, lots
of examples of finished projects, and even a fun
“make your own geode” tutorial. Kennita will
share several projects from her Stash Busting
Collection.
**Shadow Knitting - Write a secret message
in your knitting! With this easy technique and
Kenita's alphabet at your fingertips, you can
create a special gift that will wow your friends
and family. Get started with a small coaster
project, then feel ready to tackle a larger project, like a heart pillow or maybe even a blanket
(with that secret message)! Now you see it, now
you don’t!

**Take Your Knitting To The Next Level - Ever
wonder about those knitting labels? And where
you fit in? Whether you're a beginner, intermediate, or maybe even advanced, chances
are you'll learn something new in this class!
Loaded with tips and tricks, we'll work through
those skill level techniques together and you'll
be feeling more confident on your next project.
**Open It Up! - Open Work in knits has been
crazy popular for a while now. Learn some
basic stitch patterns and tips for working with
loose, dropped, or fishnet type stitch patterns.
Easy enough for the novice knitter, yet enticing enough to keep a more advanced knitter
engaged as well.
**Slide Into Colorful Reverse - Discover a
new way to work reversible stitch patterns
in two colors. By combining slipped stitches
and altering the direction of knitting, many
reversible combinations are possible! This is a
little known way of knitting 2 color reversible
stitch patterns; perfect for scarves, afghans and
shawls.
**Glorious Garter! - Sometimes Garter Stitch
gets a bad rap, but people don't realize the potential such a simple stitch has. When working
only the knit stitch so many variations are possible. Even if you've just learned to knit you can
wow all your friends with these simple stitch
patterns and they'll think you've been knitting
forever! We'll build from the basics and move
on from simple stripes to slip stitch, lace and
openwork and more! Each technique is designed to build upon the last one learned.

***Loosen Up With Asymmetry - You know
asymmetry is hot! It's all over the runways in
one form or another. It's time to free yourself
from the box! Learn to spice it up with short
rows, color changes, hem-length variations,
and so much more. Get skewed with asymmetry! We'll do some serious brainstorming
on all the ways we can add asymmetry to our
knits, then you'll have the chance to come up
with some creations of your own! This class
will explore some basic techniques to make
it easy for you to challenge yourself to new
levels. Learn to play with color sequences, patterning changes, ruffles, even pleats to skew
your knit!
***Short Rows 4 Ways Cowl - In this class
learn four short-row techniques (and learn
which one you love the most!). Wrap and turn,
Japanese, German, and yarn over methods
will all be covered while also coming away
with a project. By the time the class is over,
you should have a beautiful cowl and a better
understanding of short-rows. You might even
feel like a short-row expert! An added plus:
grafting you can remember!
Terms
All transportation, lodging, and meals to be
provided by the hosting shop or organization.
Willing to stay in a private non-smoking home
in place of hotel. Teaching fees are $395/day or
6 hours.

